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1. Introduction
Academics have been expounding on the demand for knowledge regarding how the
perception of urban areas by inhabitants could be applied in the urban planning process ever
since the 1960s (Zeile et al., 2015). However, during the course of the Fourth and Fifth Industrial
Revolution, technical and technological opportunities appeared for implementing contact and
remote analyses of emotions in urban areas in actual time along with the use of the latest
technologies for smart urban planning. Nonetheless, remote technologies are rarely used to date.
These can assist in analyzing the emotions of people and their physiological states along with
weather conditions and pollution in an integrated fashion. Such results can be used as
supplemental information for city planning purposes. The Affective System for Researching
Emotions in Public Spaces for Urban Planning (ASP System) was developed for this purpose.
Urban planning encompasses a technical and political process aiming to improve the welfare
of inhabitants, control of the use of land, design of the city environment as well as of the
communication and transportation networks, protection and improvement of the natural
environment (McGill, 2015), also impacts on economic and social practices (Liang et al. 2020).
According to Van Assche (2013), several urban planners deliver designs for parks, streets,
buildings and other urban areas. Scholarly research studies (Gibbs, 2012; Rose, 2017; Levy, 2016;
Berke and Godschalk, 2006) present the following typical responsibilities of urban planners:
master planning (land, roads, parks, schools, public transport and such), land use planning, city
design of urban areas, city regeneration, acquiring funds from governmental foundations,
environmental planning (flora and fauna, land, water), conservation and restoration,
collaboration and discussions with different stakeholders (specialists, community members,
landowners, governmental agencies). Also, city planners analyze sustainability (Abubakar and
Dano, 2019), land values (Aziz et al., 2020), pollution (Xing and Brimblecombe, 2020), safety and
crime (Yang, 2019), social equity (Meerow et al., 2019), urban governance and planning trends
and future trajectories (Das and Dahiya 2020), optimizing various planning alternatives (Natanian
et al., 2019; Shu and Xiong, 2019, Yoon et al., 2019), etc.
The analysis conducted by the USA Healthy People 2020 initiative includes the following
determinants:
- physical aspects like the natural environment including pollution, aesthetics and green
spaces;
- housing and community design with its worksites, schools and recreational settings;
- built environments;
- social aspects like access to educational, economic and job opportunities;
- availability of resources to meet daily needs;
- quality of education and job training;
- access to health care services and cultural, recreational, sports and leisure-time activities;
- available transportation means;
- socioeconomic conditions, public safety and social support, social norms and attitudes.
All of the previously named determinants could relate in one form or another with residential
and urban segregation. A description of the level of residential segregation with its various hues

can include the emotions felt by residents and experts. A brief analysis of segregation in European
cities follows.
European cities are a widening gap between rich and poor, which leads to greater
segregation. This means that both groups wind up living in homogenous, separate and
impermeable areas. To go beyond the boundaries of a segregated area, the causes and solutions
to segregation must be reviewed to come up with place-based policies that are inclusive,
equitable and effective. Berlin with its implementation of the Future Initiative City District
Program can serve as one example. The focus of this program consists of deprived neighborhoods
and the means to regenerate their physical and socio-economic conditions, which would improve
the environment. Disadvantaged residents must be provided with educational opportunities,
both higher and lower levels of education, and actions must be taken to accomplish this. Further,
these people need improved urban areas in their local area. The local people themselves must
participate in renewing and vitalizing their neighborhoods. Social cohesiveness must gain
strength. Additionally social and ethnic integration needs to be promoted (European
Commission).
Lane (2005) deliberated several planning models (communicative, bargaining, advocacy,
transactive) according to the level of public participation (citizen control, delegated power and
partnership), the tradition of Societal transformation planning and the Pluralism planning school.
Lane (2005) holds the opinion that advocacy, transactive, bargaining and communicative
planning approaches characterize the contemporary era. Several procedural theories of planning
(participatory, transactive, advocacy, bargaining and communicative) are further analyzed in
brief. These theories differ among one another by their level of public participation.
According to Hacking and Flynn (2017), advocacy planning, transactive planning,
collaborative planning and Deleuzian planning likewise declare uneven power relations among
diverse individuals. In the opinion of Bojesen et al. (2015), the state of present planning requests
a planning process (transactive planning and such), which can accommodate transparency and
the expert viewpoints of numerous interested groups present.
Different researchers perform studies on urban planning in the area of participatory planning
(Boukherroub et al., 2018; Hornsby et al., 2017; European Commission, 2014). These highlight
interconnecting an entire community in strategic and management processes of urban planning
in order to match opinions between all of its partakers and members of community development
(European Commission, 2014).
According to (Lane, 2005), in advocacy planning, the function of a planner is basically that of
a facilitator who either supports underrepresented groups directly or inspires them to become
part of the process. Participatory mapping methods became more predominant in design and
planning occupations with the rise of advocacy planning (Boone, 2015).
Various researchers have analyzed the bargaining model, where the community contributes
to the decision-making process (Gao et al., 2018; Ghodsi et al., 2016a, b). Ghodsi et al. (2016a)
deliberated the stochastic conflict resolution model for quality management of city runoff. Gao
et al. (2018) analyzed spatial restructuring and the logic of industrial land redevelopment in urban
China. Ghodsi et al. (2016b) suggested a multi-stakeholder framework for quality management
of city runoff, paying special attention on the application of social choice and bargaining
methods.

It is apparent that the responsibilities of typical urban planners encompass alliances and
discussions with different stakeholders (specialists, community members, landowners,
governmental agencies). Furthermore there are different levels of public participation in the
mentioned planning models (inhabitant control, partnership and others). Recently it has become
possible to learn the views and emotions of a community on city planning by applying the latest
technologies, which are briefly described next.
Now advanced technologies and tools are applied in a more effective and inhabitantcentered way (Zeile et al., 2015). Related emotion data can be a novel kind of validation on the
monitoring processes of urban areas (Resch et al., 2015). Li et al. (2016) assess the degree to
which the emotional reactions of inhabitants are influenced by the city context (building shapes
and textures, isovist parameters, visual entropy, visual fractals and such). Traditional, deductive
planning methods can be supplemented with inductive and bottom techniques and strengthened
with sensor technology (Streich, 2012). By applying sensor technology, it is possible to get straight
feedback on urban planning from inhabitants and additional data for official planning processes
using related emotion data (Zeile et al., 2015). According to Zeile et al. (2015), a rational planning
process weighs all public and private issues to diminish conflicts and to get a worthy planning
outcome.

2. Planning practice by integrating an involved public
Planners often have to deal with unprofessional behaviour, mixed loyalties, moral dilemmas,
public frustration and other emotionally challenging situations. As they handle planning conflicts,
planners can start questioning planning theory and be exposed to situations ripe with planning
dilemmas, uncertainties, interpersonal difficulties and job-threatening conflicts; they might
benefit from being mindful in such situations. Emotions are also important in organisational
hierarchies. As a team of planners start a new project they might initially feel satisfaction and
view the project as an endeavour close to their values and interests. They, then, feel the urge to
be effective contributors to the project and master the necessary skills. Later, however,
disappointment might set in when they see their managers handling the process in a way
contrary to what they believe should be done, or they might feel wronged because of insufficient
intellectual feedback and professional recognition from the decision-makers. Each person judges
differently whether an action is acceptable or not: what one planner deems good, another one
might think is unacceptable. Because of such uncertainties planners are likely to be exposed to
stressful situations (Ferreira, 2013).
Inch et al. (2017) discuss the value of conflict and opposition in planning and how these
concepts should be understood highlighting the fact that for anyone directly involved opposition
may be helpful, valuable, heroic, harmful or disruptive and plays a role in determining the shape
of urban change with important wider consequences for other stakeholder who may never be
given a chance to voice their opinions.
Sweet (2018) looks at the philosophical origins of Western colonial thinking and its impact
on planning. A transformation of planning practice may be possible by supplementing cultural
competency with cultural humility in planning theory and education. Such a change could prevent
a repetition of certain planning practices, often destructive, in communities of colour (Sweet,

2018). Trained and armed with cultural competency, professionals might be more likely to
identify cultural, gender, social, and racial differences and take them into account. By learning
about other, different cultures, practitioners will then be better prepared to understand the
difference and be better at communicating with communities or providing them services in a
respectful manner. More effective interactions will then be possible (Betancourt et al., 2003).
Wahlström et al. (2018) claim that multiple social, personal, and contextual factors
determine city love. The elements that shape this multidimensional appreciation residents or
visitors feel for the ‘soul’ and ‘body’ of a city may be very different among different cities, as well
as within a single city. Loving attachment, according to Umemoto, is a combination of the
emotional connection to a place (either symbolic or real), to close and dear people, and to past
times (Porter et al., 2012). In the conceptual model proposed and empirically tested by
Wahlström et al. (2020), the same kind of love, or the urban appreciation for a neighbourhood,
as they also call it, is linked to the neighbourhood’s material and immaterial amenities, or its
‘body’ and ‘soul’. Residents ‘love’ their neighbourhood for its built and natural environment,
public and commercial services (material amenities) and its cultural, lifestyle, emotional and
rational elements (immaterial amenities) (Wahlström et al., 2020).
Lyles et al. (2018) examine the prospect of transforming our communities by applying
compassion as an emotional state in planning. Compassion complements and extends prominent
organizing concepts such as seeking equity and social justice, and can offer benefits in many areas
of planning, including in advancing integrative conceptual frameworks such as sustainability and
promoting the public interest, as well as in serving as facilitators, negotiators, mediators, and
advocates (Lyles et al., 2018). Compassion and care complement and extend planners’ efforts to
seek social justice and offer a highly emotional, personal, relational and individually actionable
orientation. Individual awareness, emphatic motivation and outlooks are in such case
emphasised to achieve transformation. Our soul-searching often reveals undesirable patterns of
bias, anger, ignorance, and other aspects that obstruct empathy, compassion, and, what
concerns planners, service of the public interest. In public engagement, planners act as
mediators, facilitators, conveners, conflict resolvers, and managers and, therefore, have many
opportunities to create situations where participants will naturally come to feel compassion; it
then can become an organizational culture. More focus on compassion for others, thus, can be
beneficial to the core organizing concepts in planning such as sustainability, social justice, and
serving the public interest (Lyles et al., 2018). There are many ways to cultivate compassion even
in planning organizations that are practice oriented, such as private consultant firms, government
agencies or non-profit entities. Elected officials, commissioners, staff, and stakeholders in some
communities, for instance, may use compassion as a core framework (social justice or
sustainability) and then organise goals, objectives, and policies around the framework.
Compassion could also serve as a trust-building medium to shed light on different perspectives
and interests, understanding of which may help solve unpleasant problems that may seem
unyielding (Lyles et al., 2018).
A determination was made while conducting an analysis of pertinent literature that more
attention is needed on emotional, social and cultural intelligence during the course of the city
planning process.
A point of awareness that planners require is how to put emotions to work in their projects.
Next, they need to be aware of how their approach inhibits or enables the effectiveness of those

emotions. More compassionate and inclusive communities constitute an aspirational goal of the
real estate and construction field. There is considerable potential for fostering this goal requiring
a more in-depth, emotional, social and cultural intelligence (Lyles and Swearingen White, 2019).
At times planners might consider emotions as flaws, interferences or annoyances in the course
of work. This gives rise to an emotional paradox as planners employ emotions for motivation in
their public commitments and public engagements. The history of planning contains deep
intellectual roots in just such a paradox. This applies to planners in different areas, such as
engineering, architecture, public administration and other related fields. There are certain
individuals and organizations that are now generating effective and authentic dialogues and
community cooperation by engaging their emotional, social and cultural intelligence. Their
stories along with their respective emotional dimensions deserve a front row seat in educational
instructions, practical training and ongoing evolution as a unique field (Lyles and Swearingen
White, 2019).
In their interactions with colleagues and other stakeholders, planners need emotional
intelligence to be able to read people’s emotions from their body language, verbal cues, and
other signals (Goleman, 2006). The concept of “constructed view” proposed by Feldman Barrett
(2017) incorporates other insights and sees emotions as a fluid outcome of things happening in
human brains and bodies, also influenced by social and cultural contexts.

3. Affective method for analyzing emotions in public spaces for urban planning
Global research indicates that a rationally performed, quantitative and qualitative,
integrated data analysis and interpretation is more reliable, when a huge volume of data is under
analysis. The Affective Method for Analyzing Emotions in Public Spaces for Urban Planning (ASP
Method) was developed during the course of this research (see Figure 1). Section 3 contains a
detailed description of the entire research Method. Meanwhile Figure 1 presents the overall
diagram of the study. This Method is further described in brief.

1. Research problem formulation
2. Review of pertinent literature
3. Hypothesis formulation: human emotional, affective and physiological states, valence and arousal (MAPS), circadian
rhythm, urban planning, pollution and weather conditions in a city are all interrelated. These can be successfully used
in the practice of city planning

4. Research object
External micro-, mezzo and macro-level environment: a two-way, interactions process

Urban planners, developers,
community members,
governmental agencies, architects,
engineers, contractors,
landowners, environmentalists,
archaeologists, consultants,
business stakeholders, regulatory
agencies, local governmental
administrators, financial
institutions and media

Analyzing a city’s state
of being (micro-, mezzoand macro-level
environments and
resources) involving
interested parties and
residents

Developing strategy
alternatives, analyzing
multiple criteria
neuro-matrices and
selecting the most
rational scenario in
joint with residents
and stakeholders

Measuring
sustainable planning
results and
deliberating them
with stakeholders
and residents

Monitoring, analyzing
multiple criteria neuromatrices and interacting
with residents and
stakeholders on achieved
outcomes

Urban planning process

External micro-, mezzo and macro-level environment: a two-way, interactions process

5. Developing an Affective Method for Analyzing Emotions in Urban Areas for Urban Planning
6. Developing an Affective System for Researching Emotions in Urban Areas for Urban Planning
7. Collecting data
8. Drafting the big picture of the urban planning, collecting and analyzing MAPS data, calculating correlations and
establishing trends. An emotions digital map of 8 Vilnius locales as well as correlations and trends in terms of the
following parameters have been established (see Subsection 5.1):
- emotional states (happy, sad, angry, surprised, scared, disgusted or a neutral state), valence and arousal
- affective attitudes (boredom, interest and confusion)
- physiological states (crowd composition by gender and age groups, average crowd facial temperature, heart
rate, breathing rate)
- circadian rhythms
- weather conditions (air temperature, air humidity, average wind velocity, atmospheric pressure, apparent
temperature)
- pollution (Magnetic Storm, SO2, KD2.5, KD10, NO2, CO, O3)
9. Composing neuro decision matrices, interpreting their derived results qualitatively and using them in urban
planning (see 5 case studies in Section 5). Eight practical uses by employing the MAPS data, ASP Method and System
in the practice of urban planning
10. Verifying and validating
11. Forming rational, external micro-, mezzo and macro-level environments and implementing effective, sustainable
urban planning

Figure 1. Affective Method for Analyzing Emotions in Public Spaces for Urban Planning

Stage 1 of the research involved formulating the problem under study. Remote means have
not been applied to date for performing urban planning research that uses big data. In other
words, multiple, non-contact biometrics have not been employed. The key to compiling over
80,000 average and strong correlations involves gathering data in an integrated manner. Here,
the discussion involves MAPS data, circadian rhythm, pollution and weather conditions. A
realistic picture of a situation in a city requires definition by the bigger picture. The requirements
for a evaluation of urban planning involves use of multiple criteria neuro decision tables along
with the establishment of several values - market, investment, customer-perceived, hedonic,
emotional, synergistic and fair values. Additionally stakeholders require different
recommendations devised especially for them. Thereby there has been a broadening and
deepening of the scientific problem, when considering earlier researches conducted by other
scientists. The analysis presented herein includes the application of the integrated ASP Method.
Included in this Method are multimodal, non-contact biometrics; recommenders; statistics like
Logit, KNN and MBP and four multiple-criteria, decision analysis methods, which have been
developed by this paper’s authors. The development of the ASP Method also involved use of the
research by Kahneman pertinent to the results found in behavioral economics (Kahneman, 2003)
and in the areas of psychology of judgment and decision-making (Kahneman, 2011) as well as the
research results found by Simon (1997) in the areas of integration of emotions in decision-making
and artificial intelligence. The key idea stated by Kahneman (2011) is noteworthy regarding the
integration of two modes of thought ─ System 1 (emotional) and System 2 (more logical).
A review of scholarly literature constituted Stage 2. The objective of the literary review was
to disclose the state of art in this field (see Sections 1, 2).
The review conducted of literature pertinent to the field shows that the existing practice of
city planning does not encourage considering analyses of the emotions and affective attitudes of
its residents. Planning Advisory Service (PAS) reports include descriptions of current planning
research and best practices. The American Planning Association website is presenting these
reports. Although information, advice, and tools for advancing legal, policy, and technical
dimensions in planning practices abound within PAS resources, unfortunately, these resources
contain little or no information on emotional aspects (Lyles and Swearingen White, 2019).
Planning departments are usually subdivisions that belong to faculties of architecture, design and
engineering. This fact may explain the lack of people trained in psychology among planning
teachers and students (Aftab Erfan, 2017). Planning researchers often treat emotions as a
problem planners face, an approach that might be explained by the fact that this discipline has a
strong technical–rational tradition (Ferreira, 2013).
This literature review also revealed that planning needs to pay greater attention to
emotional dimension. Emotional expression happens to be basic when endeavouring to bring
about progressive change, as the discipline of urban planning purports (Fischer, 2010). Therefore
Sandercock (2003) and Hoch (2006) have been urging planners to begin recognizing this
perspective in their work. Especially for the larger projects, like parks or housing projects,
emotional and symbolic issues generally remain more hidden although, all the while, they tend
to be far more important than the physical structures actually defining them (Fischer, 2010).
Fischer (2010) holds the opinion that, although there has typically been an overemphasis on the
physical dimensions of planning, planners truly need to reflect on the more emotional side of the
planning process in their practice, even when handling buildings, property protection, safe parks

and other major projects. A Ladder of Citizen Participation by Arnstein (1969) work reveals that
planners might enter into public engagements feeling eagerness or, possibly, fear or even
contempt, and how this happens. Barrett (2017) presents a “constructed view” containing more
insights. A worldview recognizing the inherent worth of all beings is fundamental to planning with
compassion. This calls for a mature awareness of thoughts and emotions along with their
interplay in the self and in others. Awareness can thus extend into an empathy for all people.
This is what nurtures motivation to lessen suffering, both for oneself and for others (Lyles and
Swearingen White, 2019). Emotions generate wisdom, which planners can embrace,
comprehend and employ. Relationships are inherently emotional, and, once planners are able to
grasp this, they can become more intelligent and effective in their work. There are very difficult
emotions involved in planning due to social interactions in planning. Deeply entrenched suffering
exists caused by inequality, racism, sexism and other systematic failures, and there does not
appear to be any cessation of such in society. Effective engagement with the full spectrum of
diversity and difference in society provides the means for planners to work with emotions with
greater skill. This is especially true for planners who endeavour for social advancements in equity
and justice (Lyles and Swearingen White, 2019).
Worldwide research is also recommending the performance of text and perceptions analyzes
on the emotional, affective and physiological conditions of residents by employing biometric and
social network technologies. Spatial planning, geoinformatics and all the way to computer
linguistics provide combinations of methods for detecting emotions/perceptions. These lead to
a firmer grasp of people’s perceptions and responses to static and dynamic urban contexts, in
time and in geographical space (Zeile et al., 2015). Zeile et al. (2015) extract contextual emotion
information by employing technical and human sensors along with georeferenced social media
posts to collect and analyse data on emotional perceptions to urban space. Thereby urban
planners gain a different, citizen-centric perspective, which has resulted from this unique,
information layer.
Stage 3 raises the Hypothesis. In brief, a description of this hypothesis is that there is an
interrelationship between human emotional, affective and physiological states, arousal and
valence (MAPS), circadian rhythm, urban planning, pollution and a city’s weather conditions;
furthermore these interrelationships are applicable in city planning. Additionally a multiplecriteria analysis pertinent to some city can incorporate these and other data, which are also
useful for issuing recommendations for city stakeholders by utilizing neuro decision tables as
aides.
City spaces become very attractive to all stakeholders and residents when they contain a
positive emotional charge. Such affected stakeholders include developers, community leaders,
architects, businesspeople, contractors, environmentalists, consultants and landowners.
Meanwhile positively charged locations are especially popular among residents, because such
locales develop into well-visited recreational sites. Businesses are attracted to areas that attract
visitors with high valence levels, causing them to compete in opening retail outlets, which offer
an entire array of products and services.
Stage 4 describes the object of the research. An effective city planning process must be
implemented with the participation of the entire community. The purposes and capabilities of
the interest groups participating in this process must be considered. Furthermore attention must
be paid to the micro-, mezzo- and macro-level environments. This two-way process of

interactions between the environment of the city under planning and city’s stakeholders are
highly related. Special focus turns on how the planned city’s environment will affect the
wellbeing of its residents, and how the residents will affect the city’s environment.
Successful planning processes require healthy foundations, such as those offered by public
engagements. The benefits of such should be understood by all planners. Naturally some of the
most meaningful works of planners, their favourites, which fill them with hope and inspiration,
come about by their public involvements. The planners who foster strong desires to have
everyone in a community flourishing rather than suffering are often driven by their emotions,
which motivate their endeavours (Lyles and Swearingen White, 2019). An intentional
reinforcement of experiences tends to support the capabilities of planners in working with other
people who are also in a continual state of change. Conversely, there might be an inadvertent
reinforcement of patterns involving thoughts and feelings, which act to inhibit the capabilities of
planners (Lyles and Swearingen White, 2019). An element critical to skilful planning involves
grasping how the inner and outer lives of people take shape; how it requires an interplay of
thoughts and emotions. Arnstein’s writing carries a sense of pervading threat. Once planners
experience this pervasive feeling, they frequently and naturally respond with a sense of flight,
fight or freeze. Yet, this greatly reduces any further opportunity for engaging in productive
discussions and ultimate collaboration. Emotions relate to what is named the mammalian brain,
or the human limbic system. Affection, anger, sadness and other feelings operate in people’s
efforts to bring up their offspring and to enable basic cooperation (Lyles and Swearingen White,
2019). One of the research object's components is collective interest, objectives, and edemocracy, which we analyze in Chapter 4.
The external, micro-, mezzo- and macro-level environments affect its residents, whereas the
residents affect these same environments. Urban stress is a condition either of bodily or of
mental tension arising from city life, as per the General Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus.
Such tension grows due to physical, chemical or emotional factors. The physical and social
environment of a city usually identify the “urban stress” idea. This is often the major channel
between an emotional or mental experience (Pykett et al., 2020). Neuroscientists have employed
laboratory research to derive their findings. Their discoveries show interconnections between
upbringing endemic to city life, urban life itself and personal mechanisms for responding to stress
among people (Lederbogen et al., 2011). Europe has experienced fluctuations in the quality of its
city environments over the past several decades, which have proven important. The worrisome
aspects that the urban areas in Europe face include air and acoustic quality along with traffic
congestion. Land resources have become limited causing tremendous competition for its use,
which generally threatens expansions of open and green spaces. Meanwhile deteriorating
buildings and infrastructures negatively affect the quality of life in cities while, at the same time,
degrading the urban landscape. An investigation into the effects of different environmental
components and the levels of their quality on the health conditions of the people living in a city
and their quality of life is bound to unearth symptoms of environmental stress. Numerous
interdependent variables interact along with the manner in which different urban activities
interact with a city’s structure determine the quality of an urban environment. A local
environment must withstand the tremendous pressures caused by a high concentration of
people and their ongoing activities within cities. One way or another, there is an effect on the
health of an exposed population by local environmental conditions. Nevertheless, regional and

global problems have causes in common resulting in interdependent effects, which, in turn,
closely relate to environmental problems that affect urban areas (European Environment Agency,
2016). Also laboratory-based mental stress tasks have been used to ascertain the mediating
effects of city environments on stress (Steinheuser et al., 201; Olafsdottir et al., 2017).
Meanwhile emotional expressions vary considerably among people. Thus planners can never
assume anyone, much less themselves personally, are capable of consistent and accurate
interpretations of emotions expressed by others. There are inherent limitations to personal
perceptions including cognitive biases that are further coloured by innumerable emotions. Here
the conception of emotion shows it to be an endlessly evolving manifestation originating in
people’s brains and bodies as well as in social and cultural contexts (Lyles and Swearingen White,
2019). Then there is “moral environmentalism”, as named by Corburn, which is the conviction
that some types of built environments can generate behaviours that have greater
wholesomeness and productivity along with other behaviours deemed as positive. Such a
concept punctuates the histories of city planning and urbanism, both the practical and the
theoretical (Corburn, 2004). Thus far, high crime rates along with noise and air pollution in
environments containing inferior and unstable housing conditions continue to plague
neighbourhoods and cause chronic stress. Such areas extend far and wide, well beyond
communities planned along strict, moral environmentalist paradigms (Śliwińska and
Zaborowski, 2017; Pykett et al., 2020; Gong et al., 2016).
Writing about the planning of multicultural cities with diverse populations, Sandercock
(1998) states that desire, loathing, fear, and hope are constant companions of interactions in
such cities. She believes that only when the traumas and conflicts of such populations are taken
into account a humanistic approach to planning is possible. Therapeutic approaches are
discussed in psychology literature including minimally assisted or self-initiated processes based
on semi-structured activities such as therapeutic community-based music, therapeutic
photography, and therapeutic play. An emerging orientation, therapeutic planning is a natural
result of the need to handle the range of emotions that play out in modern life (Aftab Erfan,
2017). Offering an expanded definition of therapeutic planning, Aftab Erfan (2017) argues that
the challenges facing today’s communities demand an emotionally engaged planning approach
with therapeutic orientation. In a different research project related to therapeutic landscape
design, Schulte (2019) city sustainability literature on existing therapeutic outdoor spaces and on
the way nature affects minds and emotions, and works with input from experts in trauma therapy
and treatment, political conflict, and therapeutic landscape design to propose design strategies
with a therapeutic effect for a busy urban area in urban Cairo, Egypt, as a form of relief for victims
of trauma and traumatic stress. As more and more people around the world move to cities, one
way to improve the health of populations is by making the cities healthy and vibrant. Urban green
spaces and parks offer many health benefits, with the wild aspects of parks reported as a highly
significant factor. But the therapeutic value of the park as a green space stems from a
combination of all its features rather than from any single component. People with access to
wilderness have more chances to relax, feel deep connection, and reflect (Cheesbrough et al.,
2019).
Rupprecht (2019) believes that the planning stage should not be the point where any
engagement and communication with local people ends. In a sustainable urban planning process,
local people need to be involved at all of its stages with the public informed about the progress

at each step of the implementation. Citizens need to hear which points of the agreed vision and
objectives have been achieved. They should be encouraged to give feedback on ways to make
measures better, as well as provided with opportunities to share their views, because they are
the people with the immediate experience of how the measures actually perform in real life. To
achieve the best results possible and use resources effectively, urban planners should seek as
much contribution from citizens to the monitoring and implementation process as possible. This
way they can make use of both the first-hand knowledge of citizens and the expertise of
professionals (Rupprecht, 2019).
Use was made of the Affective Method for Analyzing Emotions in Public Spaces for Urban
Planning (ASP Method) (see Stage 5). This Method involves different MAPS data gathering and
analyses methods including non-contact biometrics, statistical and recommenders techniques
and data mining. There is the additional inclusion of four multiple-criteria, decision analysis
methods (INVAR, etc.) that the researchers of this study developed as well as the biometric
methods and research results found by Kahneman (2011) and Simon (1997). The research results
of Nobel Prize winners Kahneman (2011) and Simon (1997), who integrated the rational thought
processes and emotions of interest groups, can be put to practical use for planning cities and
their surrounding regions. Two categories (or systems) of thought processes are defined by
Kahneman (2011), a founder of behavioral economics. Fast thinking constitutes the first system,
whereas slow thinking constitutes the second system. The first system includes impulses,
emotions and exaggerated optimism. Since everything occurs nearly involuntarily, the first
system requires little effort. However, the second system of slow thinking involves analytical
skills, which generate control over behavior and thoughts. Clearly the first system of slow thinking
pertains to advertising promoting rational concepts. Meanwhile the second system of fast
thinking pertains to emotional advertising. There is no intrinsic conflict between rationality and
emotions, as purported by Simon (1997), an analyst of factors in decision-making of which
emotions constitute one factor. This researcher concludes that emotions can and do foster
appropriate decision-making.
A popularly accepted fact involves purchasing decisions known as the 80%/20% rule. Simply
put, the basis for making a decision to buy something is 80% emotions and only 20% logical
analysis or facts.
The use for a multiple criteria assessment of sustainable alternatives involves the INVAR
(Kaklauskas 2016) Method for a multiple criteria analysis (Degree of Project Utility and
Investment Value Assessments along with Recommendation Provisions). The hedonic, customerperceived, integrated, hedonic-market and hedonic-investment values of a project under
deliberation can also be determined with the assistance of the INVAR Method. Furthermore it
can submit digital recommendations for improving projects. Another use of the INVAR Method
involves optimizing select criteria that would lead to making the project under deliberation
equally competitive on the market as other projects under comparison. The INVAR Method is
capable of additionally calculating a projected value for the project under deliberation for making
it the leader among other projects under deliberation.
The development of Affective System for Researching Emotions in Public Spaces for Urban
Planning (ASP System) occurred during the implementation of Stage 6. The basis for this
development consisted of the results from Stages 1 through 5. Section 4 presents these results
in greater detail.

Stage 7 involves collecting MAPS data upon conducting the scanning of human-centered
urban areas. Anonymous passersby were administered biometric/emotional tests between 2017
November 6 and 2020 September 8 at ten defined sites in Vilnius city. By applying ASP, six layers
of data were gathered in different formats requiring processing, integration and analysis. All
measurements are performed under real time conditions. The ASP is usable in the evaluation of
“in situ” urban planning. Over 0.5 billion items of data have been accumulated at this time. This
number continues to increase.
Stage 8 involves developing the big picture of the urban planning, calculating correlations,
analyzing the data and establishing the trends. The definition of a city’s reality appears on the
stage of the big picture. A System of metrics is formed during this stage, which describes humancentered, urban areas and establishes interest group demands. The measurement of each metric
includes both a personal and a urban area levels. Stakeholders can use the assistance of this novel
set of additional, multifaceted data for their decision-making processes. A sustainable approach
that centers around local residents, who tend to be the users of urban areas, fosters effective
decision-making.
Fresh layers of information about urban processes are needed for greater insight into the
“city as an organism”. An entire array of researchers, including Chaudhuri (2002), Osborne and
Grant-Smith (2015), Hedström (2019) and Trejo 2019, assert that, since emotions comprise
knowledge, then emotions are knowledge. That emotions are knowledge-making was an
assertion made by Aristotle back in the Classical era (Nussbaum, 2001). That emotions are data
is the opinion held by many scholars, such as Svalgaard (2016), Goya-Martinez (2016), Hansen
and Trank (2016), Fritz and Vandermause (2018). That emotions are information constitutes the
opinion of other scholars, such as Goya-Martinez (2016), Brackett (2019), Copenhaver and
Odenbaugh (2020), Ching and Chan (2020). As one person emotes, another person receives
information by the expression of those emotions. Actually, the intentions of some transfer to
others via emotions. The information that someone does not want to do something can be
expressed as fear. When a person experiences anger, the information conveyed is that the person
does not want to be treated in the way he/she had been treated. In brief, persons in the
immediate surroundings have learned what has happened by the emotions expressed (Ching and
Chan, 2020). Then, there is an appraisal process stemming from another person’s reaction, which
becomes information taken into account (Butler, 2015). What is happening in a group, according
to the opinion of Svalgaard (2016), can be surmised by thoughts and emotions, which become
the data regarding the situation. An explanation of why positive emotions are not easily
separable from cognition is offered by Kiken and Fredrickson (2017).
Every particular emotion has its physiological, psychological and behavioral characteristics.
Their analyses can relate them to becoming design features, necessary for dealing with the
threats and opportunities appearing in the current situation. Emotions consist of evolutionary
functions that can be understood by the relationship between three factors: (1) fear with its
subtypes pertinent to varying levels of threat; (2) happiness and sadness traits and their possible
variances that could prove advantageous under encouraging and under discouraging conditions;
(3) emotions under social situations along with needed adaptations for mutual interrelationships.
Every distinct emotion has an adaptive meaning to the sort of situation that gives rise to it. Thus
an understanding of such a situation is needed to define any specific emotion. There is a

complicated relationship between the elements making up an emotion and the condition that
forms it (Nesse, 1990, 2019).
External demonstrations of feelings in an environment of war exhibit the emotions of
soldiers in battle. An evaluation of a battle and even a forecast of the tendency inherent to the
war itself requires an accumulation of the emotions soldiers are feeling for a greater
understanding of the situation (Lin et al., 2019). For example, visual, emotional evidence
exhibiting a high positive valence and low arousal, as Surakka et al. (1998) propose, signals a
nonthreatening and nonappetitive environment. A good source of information consists of the
emotions people are feeling. Tiredness, e.g., indicates information about a person’s energy level
or sense of fatigue, coldness ─ the temperature of the surroundings and feelings of warmth and
trust between more than one person ─ their friendship or their attraction to one another (Frijda,
1988). There are consequential emotions relevant to actions such as, e.g., selecting words
carefully to avoid hurting the feelings of another or when emoting personal feelings in instances
of frustration involved with a difficult task. Emotions become a form of reasoning, assisting
people in understanding their own positions and interactions with others, and providing means
to respond in an adaptive manner (Mayer et al., 1999).
Emotions can represent desirable goals in addition to being a means for encouraging
appropriate activities. Nearly everything humans endeavor to think or do intend to prompt
positive emotions and evade negative ones. Thereby there is an inducement of Darwinian fitness,
which is a result of factors that are vague in the awareness of most people. Synergistic efforts by
cognitive and evolutionary psychology constitute people’s attempts to improve their grasp of the
link between emotions and adaptive behavior (Cosmides and Tooby, 1989). The engineering
perspective regarding emotions is an adaptationist approach. This perspective sees every
emotion as designed by selection to resolve certain problems coming up in some certain realm.
Emotions can be seen as goal-directed by a certain level of abstraction, meaning their evolution
ad been in response to resolving certain adaptive problems (Sznycer et al., 2017).
Since information that is more emotional is likely to affect attitudes more strongly than
neutral information does, information that is highly positive or highly negative could prompt
citizens to rely more on EU media evaluations (Soroka and McAdams, 2015). There is a greater
frequency of negative news. The guess regarding this situation is that people tend to have a
stronger reaction to negative information. The clear pervasiveness of negativity biases on
average seemingly account for the tendency of news anywhere around the world to be primarily
negative, since all media are seeking to expand their audiences (Soroka et al., 2019).
Additional insights into the complex human-city relationship can be provided for urban
planners by correlating extracted and measured human emotions (Zeile et al., 2015). An
understanding regarding the perceptions and judgements people make regarding some largescale urban region at a high resolution proves to have great significance for researchers, urban
planners and decision makers (Zhang et al., 2018). Zhang et al. (2018) present a method for
identifying the visual elements of a site. This method identifies the visual elements possibly
causing a safe, lively, depressing or some other description of a locale. This perception has a
strong correlation with human perceptions. A variety of objects were first identified as having a
positive or negative correlation with every one of six perceptual indicators out of 150 object
categories that had been segmented from street view images. These results increase the
understanding researchers and urban planners may have regarding the interactions of place

sentiments and semantics. Dependence between multiple variables can be established by using
multivariate regression analyses for an investigation (Zhang et al., 2018). Some pairs of indicators
correlated strongly, as Zhang et al. (2018) discovered. Concepts like “beautiful – wealthy” and
“depressing - safe” correlated with one another; however, some pairs like “beautiful - boring”
were really quite independent. Nonetheless, the specific connections between these indicators
would differ between Beijing and Shanghai. The correlation of “wealth - depressing” was found
to be strong in Beijing, for one example; however, it proved quite low in comparison with results
found in Shanghai (Zhang et al., 2018). The remote, biometric tests conducted for this research
derived quite many dependencies and trends (see Figures 6-14). These are next described in
brief.
Correlations and trends were established for ten locales in Vilnius as well as for the entire
city with assistance from the ASP Subsystem of correlations. The calculations of these
correlations were according to the emotional, affective and physiological states of passersby
along with their valence and arousal levels while including, as well, weather conditions, pollution
and circadian rhythm (see Figures 9-14). This Correlations Subsystem helped in calculating more
than 80,000 average and strong correlations. The metrics and correlations indicating high,
medium or low importance for residents constitute a field to be defined by future research. The
measurements taken in Vilnius require a more detailed analysis relevant to parameters with
strong correlations and substantial impact on residents. Upon successful accomplishment of this,
concrete decisions can be made quickly. This is needed to avoid further problems as well as to
gain a level of benefit from the matters, as they currently exist.
Stage 9 involves application of the multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) to study the
effectiveness levels of urban areas and buildings (see Subsection 5.2).
An involvement of people from some specific area into various planning processes constitute
the main idea presented here. People have different expectations about specific areas, and these
are urban emotions. This reveals what additional features can be added to an area for greater
desirability. Linked to one another, a resident’s perception and urban space spark emotional
reactions, thereby generating a unique atmosphere for the resident viewing it. Green places,
rivers, lakes, pollutions, industry areas, street conditions and further geographical aspects affect
the feeling of residents within their current environment. How this happens is what urban
emotion endeavours to understand. The accessibility of infrastructures can be rated by methods
such as barrier free planning. The identification of a planning deficiency can be eased either by a
temporal barrier or by merely a negative impression of some resident. The conceptualisation of
city feelings was not as simply some comprehensive instrument of explaining various sorts of
planning responsibilities. Instead, this concept can generate a different view for a better
understanding of a city’s formation. Extracted contextual emotion information can constitute the
direct feedback needed for urban planning, decision support and evaluating ongoing processes
involved in planning and designing (Choudhury et al., 2016).
The comprehensive study of analyze specific tasks employed five case studies, presented in
Stage 9. The evaluation of certain parts of the integrated ASP Method required such a study. The
proposed, integrated ASP Method was substantiated by these five case studies.
A qualitatively interpretation of the results from the study presented here can be used in
urban planning. The objective of urban emotion is to grasp the effect on people’s feelings caused
by the surrounding environment. Informed decisions in city planning are made by specified

target-groups. A better understanding can be achieved among different stakeholders concerning
how individuals react to dynamic and static city environments. A unique layer of information
results, which offers urban planners an additional, citizen-centric perspective.
Users can compile neuro decision matrices based on the derived MAPS data. Thereby,
planners applying the INVAR Method and neuro decision matrices can establish the most
effective alternatives for urban planning and calculate the hedonic, customer-perceived,
integrated, hedonic-market, and hedonic-investment values. This is the reason that a
multicriteria analysis truly corresponds with urban planning issues concerning the analysis of
emotions. Urban planners are able to employ the ASP Method and System according to eight
different directions. The endeavor of this study was to demonstrate the innovativeness and
practical usefulness of the ASP System on a global level.
Stage 9 involves a quantitative interpretation of the derived results for their further use in
urban planning. A provision of automated recommendations appears in this case (see Subsection
5.2.2). These are pertinent to market, investment, customer-perceived, hedonic, emotional,
synergistic and fair value calculations (see Subsection 5.2.4) for urban planners. Those who
formulate city planning policies also need to focus attention on the micro-, meso- and macrofactors that have the least significance for improving their city or its regions. The reason for this
is because, in the opinion of Tofallis (2020), these will provide a greater conditional benefit for
subjective well-being. Tofallis (2020) believes it is important to improve conditions at an
individual level for those who feel the lowest level of wellbeing.
Stage 10 regards the verification and validation processes necessary to assess ASP Method
and System precision. The accuracy of the ASP was assessed by the verification process, assuring
that the results from the system reflected the actual situation. The ASP Method was first
confirmed to measure its accuracy and verify that the ASP Method's outcomes showed the real
condition by adapting correlations (see Subsection 5.1). The steps relevant to the proposed ASP
Method are accurate, as shown by the calculated correlations. The validation and verification of
the ASP Method, which appears in the next step, was expert-assisted. This assessment was
conducted by twelve urban planning and real estate development experts. Opinions were
submitted by those experts who validated the analysis of the urban areas. The validation
provided was in terms of the affective, emotional and biometrical conditions of passersby, their
valence and arousal levels and by cultural heritage objects. Furthermore experts have tested all
the possible states of the ASP Method to double check the results to see if the desired features
of the method had made them satisfactorily. The hypothesis must coincide with the ASP Method,
which the verification identifies. Four cases of cultural heritage sustainability (see Subsection 5.2)
were verified and validated by the proposed hypothesis, which also validated the accuracy of the
ASP Method and System.
Stage 11 involves performance of the rational formation of the external, micro-, mezzo- and
macro-levels of a city environment as well as of the implementation of effective, sustainable
urban planning. A graphic illustration of the interactions among optimal, rational and negative
urban environments appears in Figure 2. The constructive influence of specific urban
environmental dimensions on the efficiency of city sustainability is featured by the zone within
the ellipse. Meanwhile the adverse effect that urban environmental dimensions have on the
sustainability of the city appears in the zone outside the ellipse. Wherever the urban
environmental dimensions overlap, the result is a better sustainable city. When all three ellipse

areas cross over one another, such as, in this case, the social, environmental and economic areas,
the sustainable city has reached an optimal state. The larger the crossover area is, in
consideration of the weight of the dimensions, the more sustainable the city is. There are urban
environmental variables that affect city sustainability. Such variables have been investigated to
identify them and to establish the differences between the most sustainable cities in the world
and in Vilnius City. Once such differences were determined, key proposals for Vilnius were
established. Boundaries on the city sustainability are forced directly by the presence of variable
dimensions of some specific urban environment. Thus the efforts to implement urban planning
by appropriate stakeholders are more rational once such objective boundaries are known.

Social
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environment

Negative
environment

Optimal
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Economic
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Figure 2. Fluctuation of efficient boundaries of social, economic and environmental dimensions
influencing sustainable city efficiency and determination of optimal, rational and negative urban
environments

4. Affective system for researching emotions in public spaces for urban planning
A Smart Database Management System, a Smart Database, an Equipment Subsystem, A
Model Database Management System and an Intelligent Model Database and User Interface
constitute the framework of the Affective System for Researching Emotions in Public Spaces for
Urban Planning (ASP System). We developed the ASP System based on the ASP Method.
Developed emotional, affective and physiological states, arousal and valence (MAPS) along
with the Historical, Recommendations and Simulators Databases and a Smart Database engine
constitute the framework of the Smart Database. Collections of MAPS data are accomplished by
the Video Neuroanalytics Database. Historical data accumulates in the Historical Database after
being collected by the video neuroanalytics, recommendations. Experts in the field assist with
the compilations for the Simulators Database. These named subsystems store data for urban
planners on sustainability and quality.

The subsystems that constitute the Intelligent Model Database are the Text Mining
Subsystem (see Section 4), Recommendations Subsystem, Simulators Database (see Subsection
5.2) and Correlation Subsystem. Different stakeholders are able to receive recommendations
from the Recommendations Subsystem on air and noise pollution and other issues regarding
ways to improve sustainability. Urban planning alternatives can be modelled by the Simulators
Database, which offers a System for such modelling. The Simulators Database, which the authors
of this article developed, are presented in Subsection 5.2. An analysis of different correlations
pertinent to human-centered, urban planning metrics and their influence on people can be
performed by the Correlation Subsystem. Applications of the integrated ASP Method for
revealing information and patterns in MAPS data layers are assisted by the data Correlation
Subsystem (see Subsection 5.1).
As an example of ASP, we will briefly analyze the Equipment Subsystem and Text Mining
Subsystem below.
Section 4 presents the description of the Equipment Subsystem regarding data
measurements of human emotional, affective and physiological states, arousal and valence
(MAPS). Currently the measurements of MAPS data take place in the Vilnius Municipality
building, the Business Center on Narbuto Street 5 and at six Vilnius City intersections: 1) Kareiviu˛,
Kalvarijų and Ozo Sts. intersection; 2) Žygimantu and T. Vrublevskio Sts. intersection; 3)
Santariškių˛ and Baublio Sts. intersection; 4) Šventaragio and Pilies Sts. intersection; 5)
Šventaragio St. and Gedimino Pr. intersection and 6) Pamenkalnio, Jogailos, Islandijos and Pylimo
Sts. intersection). Furthermore MAPS data was also being gathered at three Vilnius beaches
during the summer. The sensors of the Equipment Subsystem are also intended to be attached
to four inner-city buses with ever-changing routes. There is an expectation, in this case, to
additionally gather data at 400-500 bus stops. Currently there are over 0.5 billion pieces of MAPS
data accumulated.
The Equipment Subsystem comprises face emotions (FaceReader 8), temperature (infrared
camera FLIR A35SC), Respiration sensor X4M200, people flow counter (H.264 Indoor Mini Dome
IP Camera), voice emotions analysis (QA5 SDK), eye pupil (Mirametrix S2 Eye-Tracker), brain
signals (Enobio Helmet), heart rate (iHealth Wireless Blood Pressure Monitor) biometric analysis
devices. The Equipment Subsystem was used to collect biometrical and physiological data. The
User Interface provides convenient conditions for a user to manage the ASP. Anonymous
passersby had emotional, affective and physiological states, arousal and valence (MAPS) tests
conducted on them between 2017 November 6 and 2020 September 8 at eight distinct locales in
Vilnius City (see Figure 4). Different formats of remote data were gathered in three layers, in realtime, with the aid of the Affective System for Researching Emotions in Public Spaces for Urban
Planning (ASP System). This MAPS data required processing, integration and analysis.
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Figure 4. Examples of Equipment Subsystem hardware at the beginning of Pilies Street (a, c)
and at Gediminas Prospect (b, d)
Over 490 million of such MAPS data have been accumulated at this time. These provide a
rather accurate definition of “how people feel in a city”. The only data established without the
use of video streams are the breathing rates of passersby, which are taken with the Respiration
sensor X4M200. Instead, a radio-frequency electromagnetic signal is applied to reflect
information about a target.
Two publicly available and objective datasets on basic human emotions were employed by
Lewinski et al. (2014) to validate FaceReader and to evaluate the accuracy of recognizing facial
expressions. Of the matching scores, 89% were reported to FaceReader in 2005. Tests were run
by Lewinski et al. (2014) on version 6.0. These scholars discovered that FaceReader recognizes
88% of the target labels of emotions in the Warsaw Set of Emotional Facial Expression Pictures
(WSEFEP) and in the Amsterdam Dynamic Facial Expression Set (ADFES). Meanwhile the average
was 0.69 for both datasets when using the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) index of
agreement. This means there was an 85% rate of recognition of human emotions when using this
index. The accuracy of the recognition of basic human emotions for those same two datasets was

also computed at 87% for ADFES and 82% for WSEFEP by Lewinski et al. (2014). FaceReader has
been a reliable indicator of facial expressions that divulge basic human emotions over the past
decade, as the aforementioned scholars have reported. Furthermore, they report, that there is a
potential for similar robustness when used in conjunction with FACS coding. In general,
researchers report an 88% accuracy in recognizing basic human emotions by FaceReader 6.0.
FACS accuracy pertinent to the FaceReader index of agreement is 0.69 (Lewinski et al. 2014).
Numerous other investigators show very similar results regarding the validity and accuracy of
FaceReader, thereby also reporting similar opinions regarding the manufacturer of this
equipment, Noldus Information Technology.
The FLIR A35SC infrared camera (FLIR) is ±2% accurate. It has a <0.05°C thermal sensitivity.
FLIR has been calibrated and verified by its manufacturer. Next the measurement results were
documented by virtue of a calibration certificate. The assurance that the error rate does not
deviate from the parameters, which the manufacturer sets, is the metrological verification
conducted every 12 months on the thermographic cameras.
Text Mining Subsystem permits selecting the maximally rational information in the coverage
that the user urban planning requirements. The Text Mining Subsystem assists an urban planning
user for the selection of maximally rational information in the desired area of interest. Planners
are able to find information they need by employing the Text Mining Subsystem. Text Mining
Subsystem currently available in English. The Text Mining Subsystem was developed according
to the methods described in “Electronic information retrieval method and system” in Patent EP
2187319 A1 (see https://patents.google.com/patent/EP2187319A1/en). The Text Mining
Subsystem develops many alternatives and chooses the most effective personalized educational
texts for every mentee by applying a system of search keywords and weights. The system of
keywords and their weights cover:
 Keywords describing learning style,
 Keywords describing the most interesting previous modules,
 Current search keywords.
A description about the search for such keywords follows.
In our case, the learner responds to the Multiple Intelligences Self-Assessment Scales, which
then control the education style that is the most suitable for that learner from the available
styles:
 verbal-linguistic (frequently related with learning well in a university, speaking and writing
by techniques),
 logical/mathematical,
 visual-spatial,
 intrapersonal,
 interpersonal (learning in a group, appropriate in broker and mentor professions),
 musical (sympathy for sounds, videos and audiovisuals),
 bodily-kinesthetic (writing and drawing diagram techniques),
 naturalistic (broad systematic reasoning in the urban planning, appropriate in researcher
professions).
Once ASP establishes the learning style of a specific learner, it proceeds to implement the
studies process adapted to the learning style for this particular mentee. For example, assuming

the Multiple Intelligences Self-Assessment Scales indicate that the interpersonal learning style is
more suitable for some specific mentee and that mentee expects to work as a tangible heritage
broker in the future, the System will select learning materials that are most suitable to the
interpersonal education style. While this same mentee is learning from the “Tangible heritage
development” module, the Text Mining Subsystem searches for a text according to the keywords
describing such a learning style: agent, broker, services, sales, tangible heritage, transactions,
mentee, seller, commission and deal.
Keywords describing the most interesting previous modules contain course keywords from
tests and course projects that a mentee had passed with an excellent or good mark and had a
positive evaluation based on the interestedness of the course for that learner. The applicable
Module card contains these keywords. The weights of these keywords depend on the grades
assigned to exams and course projects and the course interestedness as rated by that mentee
for him/herself.
A mentee compiles the current search keywords and their weights with respect to current
requirements in real time. It is possible to select such keywords from the Keywords Database,
containing the most frequently used keywords and their significances.
A user also can indicate the level of complexity and significance of the material being
searched by the interface to include limitations. The evaluation of the complexity level of material
being search is on a ten-point scale. Establishing the most rational material to search, the
evaluation of its level of complexity and its significance takes place comprehensively, along with
other criteria. The most rational information is established by indexing the text in the module,
i.e., finding the number of times the words (their synonyms) being searched or their
combinations are repeated in a text.
The developed System described above regarding search keywords is applied for the
development of "personalized curricula" for a specific mentee. Ample data and text should be
processed and assessed for performing the multivariate development and multiple criteria
analysis of a course.
The Text Mining Subsystem executes a multivariate development and a multi-criteria
examination of text alternatives. Additionally, it routinely chooses the most rational option
according to the above-described system of search keywords, the citation of manuscripts
(ScienceDirect, Scopus, Google Scholar), the hindex of authors of publications under deliberation
(Web of Science, Google Scholar), top 25 papers, impact factor of journals and density of
keywords. Furthermore, this Subsystem computes the utility degree and priority for each
alternative of a text under deliberation (see Table 1).

Table 1. Selection of a rational, personalized text variant – a fragment.

5. CASE STUDIES
5.1. Practical Application of the Correlation Subsystem
As an example of the ASP Correlation Subsystem, we will briefly analyze the research results
obtained with it in Vilnius.
Urban areas should, according to sustainable cultural heritage principles (ECOCITY World
Summit, 2017), remain active in formulating ongoing processes that would be able to handle the
frequently unpleasant crossovers of identity and differences, which would encompass the
current tensions between culture and nature. The position stated by the United Nations, Unesco,
Agenda 21 for culture, United Cities and Local Governments (United Cites and Local
Governments, 2010; Magee et al., 2012; Öberg et al., 2017), regards the Circles of Sustainability
approach, proposes that people direct their efforts to realize all their desires and goals via four
modalities (economic, ecological, political and cultural), which can be analyzed across four
hierarchical scales. This research endeavors to assess urban cultural heritage sustainability by
virtue of human MAPS states.
Improved living conditions for the residents of a city are drafted in detail when planning the
designations of that city’s territory. Engaging local communities in discussions is the effort made
in Lithuania, where requirements for public discussions have been established, whenever an
object is meant for construction. The key points in Lithuania regarding community, i.e., public,
interests regarding urban planning are as follows: the objective needs of a community relative to
its quality of life, public information, decision-making involving public participation and the like.
A community must be familiarized with territorial planning documents at the State level by no

less than 2 months prior to implementation. The plans must be on public display for no less than
one month of this time (Law on Territorial Planning of the Republic of Lithuania).
The research object that Vilnius Gediminas Technical University and Vilnius Municipality City
chose relevant to their ROCK and VINERS projects implementation was Vilnius Old Town, which
has been named a cultural heritage object by UNESCO. The Old Town object included the key
urban areas within its security zone. The urban areas considered key include Gedimino Prospect,
Pilies and Švitrigailos Streets and Lukiškių Square (see Figure 4d for the locations of these sites
on a city map). These sites have their differences. For example, (1) Pilies St. is historical as part of
the Old Town’s 16th century urban structure, and large numbers of both city residents and touring
visitors visit this area. In contrast, (2) Gedimino Prospect was built as a main avenue of the city
during the 19th century modernization of Vilnius. Its renovation came early in the 21 st century to
include use during holiday events and fairs as well as its functioning as a pedestrian walkway and
bicycle path (see attached maps). Finally, there is the 8 ha (3) Lukiškių Square, formerly Lenin
Square during Lithuania’s soviet period, which is currently under maintenance. This site was the
object of lengthy, harsh debates regarding reconstruction into a site earmarked for recreational
use. The general plan for this square only called for the start of maintenance work in 2016, which
is still ongoing but with functioning pathways. What were the desires of the urban planners
themselves? City planners undertook studies of human emotions; thus they selected different
objects for review. Their studies were meant to review the following:
 Evaluations of diverse urban areas relevant to their quality by attendance rates with
relevant visitor emotions, age group(s) of visitors and the average length of their stays.
 Factors of importance established for urban area developments along with
recommendations to include planning for fostering positive emotions thereby
guaranteeing good health and for stimulating attendance.
 Investigations of urban areas regarding their contributions to the satisfaction of city
residents.
The objective of the H2020 ROCK (Regeneration and Optimization of Cultural Heritage in
Creative and Knowledge Cities) Project is to regenerate and adapt the reclamation of historic city
centers by developing an innovative, collaborative and circular systemic approach. An aim of the
ROCK Project involves promoting synergies, popularizing places of interest and transforming
historic areas into technology-driven hubs of knowledge and culture for contributions to creative
and innovative historic building and cultural equipment reclamations. This aim also encompasses
the discovery of areas with high cultural potential that are currently barren. The development of
an ICT infrastructure is for improving knowledge sharing and discovering new and innovative
ways to employ cultural heritage objects. This is being accomplished within the framework of the
ROCK and VINERS Projects and the Affective System for Researching Emotions in Public Spaces
for Urban Planning (ASP System).
Development of the Video Neuro-advertising Method and Recommender System (VINERS)
Project involved two Subsystems, VINERS1 and VINERS2. An analysis and evaluation of the impact
made by the content of electronic advertising by the VINERS1 Subsystem permits learning more
about the effectiveness of an advertisement at each state of its creation. It helps to establish the
strengths and weaknesses of an advertisement as well as to improve it until it reaches a point of
being most attractive to a viewer. The VINERS2 Subsystem permits performing an integrated
evaluation of viewer neurobiological feedback during intuitive broadcasts of an electronic

advertisement with already composed contents. Furthermore it allows selecting the most
effective advertising variant in real time.
The ROCK project implementation, conducted by Vilnius Gediminas Technical University
(VGTU) and the Vilnius Municipality, involved mounting Equipment Subsystem hardware at six,
different, Vilnius Old Town intersections (see Figure 4) and two buildings. Examples of such
mountings from the Equipment Subsystem have been photographed at the head of Pilies St. (see
Figure 4a,c) and at Gediminas Prospect (see Figure 4b,d). The MAPS states of viewers are under
analysis by ASP, which then rates cultural heritage sites accordingly.
The happiness indexes of Vilnius City and the municipal building are currently presented in
the official website of Vilnius City (see Figure 5; https://api.vilnius.lt/happiness-index). A map of
the happiness indexes at eight Vilnius sites is also presented in real time (see
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/8c1856f8ca924ab89052e19650d80746/).

Figure 5. Happiness indexes, in real time, at Vilnius City (on the left side) and the municipal
building (on the right side).
Table 2 introduces the correlations of happiness values by weekday. The values of all the
happiness indices during every weekday correlate with each other. The strongest correlation falls
between the values on Wednesday and Thursday (r = 0.987, p < 0.01), whereas the weakest
correlation falls between the values on Monday and Tuesday (r = 0.553, p < 0.01).
Table 2. Happiness values correlated by weekdays.
MON

TUE

WED

MON
1
TUE
,573**
1
WED
,553**
,973**
1
THU
,592**
,980**
,987**
FRI
,647**
,930**
,947**
SAT
,739**
,772**
,766**
SUN
,754**
,861**
,866**
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

THU

FRI

SAT

1
,926**
,786**
,894**

1
,843**
,879**

1
,852**

SUN

1

Average happiness values by weekdays appear in Figure 6a. The graphs of happiness per
hour for each weekday appear in Figure 6b. It can be seen that the happiest day of the week is
Saturday, and the least happy – Monday. This is in line with global practices. More than 29 million
items of data on happiness were measured. The values of average happiness and their changes
among passersby in Vilnius are taken and recorded every hour. Meanwhile happiness
measurements are recorded every second. The accumulated values by weekdays are at a 95%
confidence interval. The x axis shows each hour starting at 12:00 midnight, while the y axis shows
7 days of the averages of happiness values. The fluctuations of happiness measurements are
between 0 and 1.
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Figure 6. Diagrams of (a) average happiness values by weekdays and (b) happiness per hour for
each weekday.
An analysis of happiness and arousal (see Figure 7) shows that the two parameters are linked
by an average relationship. The values measured in Gedimino Avenue indicate an average
dependency of 0.5282. In Figure 7, the left y-axis shows the aggregate daily happiness values
(recorded between 23/01/2018 and 04/03/2018) and the right y-axis shows the aggregate daily
arousal values; a total of 170,223 records were considered. It was established that growing
happiness of a passer-by is accompanied by an increase in the passer-by’s arousal. The same
relationship was noted by foreign scientists (Minhad et al., 2017; Zimasa et al., 2017; Gilet and
Jallais, 2011; Jefferies et al., 2008; Masmoudi et al., 2012). High intensity emotions are expressed
by happiness or anger, as Minhad et al. (2017) explain. However, classification of these emotions
is extremely difficult due to a high level in the arousal (activation) dimension. Zimasa et al. (2017)
claim that „happy mood is considered to be a high-arousal physiological state“.

Figure 7. The dependency between average daily happiness and arousal (r=0.5282) based on
the values measured in Gedimino Avenue.

Scientists argue that happiness and valence are also linked (Ma et al., 2016; Calvo and
Beltrán, 2013; Stavrova and Luhmann, 2016; Wojcik et al., 2015). Upon seeing a happy virtual
face, research participants in a study by Ma et al. (2016) would mimic the expressed emotion.
The verification of this included their higher valence scores as well as their improved moodsensitive, divergent-thinking, task performances. Calvo and Beltrán (2013) claim that happy
expressions cause positive valence. The measurements in Pilies Street indicate the same trend.
Our analysis of the aggregate data for the period between November and February (Figure 8; a
total of 395,157 records were considered) shows an average relationship between happiness and
valence (r=0.62). It can be argued that as the sense of happiness is growing or diminishing, so is
the valence.

Figure 8. A comparison of average monthly happiness and valence values measured between
November and February in Pilies Street (r=0.62).
Weather is another important aspect that contributes to variations in human physiological
and biometric parameters. This dependence was examined by many foreign scientists (Sharp,
2011; Spasova, 2011; Tsutsui, 2013). Differing weather conditions prompted emotional state
changes, which also resulted in positive or negative characteristics for the human organism, as
Spasova (2011) proclaimed. Pertinent to this, Klimstra et al. (2011) studied correlations between
happiness, anxiety, and anger, the three indicators of mood, and temperature, sunshine and
precipitation, the three weather possibilities. These scholars established significant correlations
between these variables, in most cases. Sharp (2011) argues that wind is also a factor
contributing to changes in human emotions. A wind speed increase of over 12 miles/hour makes
the person feel physical discomfort. Our physiological and biometric measurements in Gedimino
Avenue and Pilies Street also show a dependency between emotions and weather. Figure 9
presents the aggregate arousal and outdoor temperature values measured in Pilies Street
between 21/12/2017 and 20/02/2018. An average correlation was determined between arousal
and outdoor temperatures (0.4831). The results suggest that outdoor temperature is one of the
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factors contributing to changes in arousal. The same trend is noticeable when we look at the
effect of the wind on human emotions and moods. Figure 10 shows that the stronger the wind,
the higher the arousal, with a correlation of 0.5035.
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Figure 10. The dependency between average daily arousal and wind speeds (r=0.5035) based
on the values measured in Gedimino Avenue.
Figure 11 shows the happiness values per day recorded between 15/12/2017 and
01/01/2018 with happiness peaking on 24 December 2017 (Christmas Eve) and on 31 December
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Figure 9. The dependency between average daily arousal and outdoor temperatures (r=0.4831)
based on the values measured in Pilies Street.
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2017 (New Year’s Eve). The holiday season also produced higher respiratory rates (see Figure 12).
The values measured in Pilies Street between November and February presented in Figure 12
show higher respiratory rates on December 24–26 and December 31 and throughout the month
of December.

Average monthly respiration
rate values

Figure 11. The changes in happiness per day between 15/12/2017 and 01/01/2018. Compared
to the months analysed, residents were happier during the St. Casimir’s Fair.
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Figure 12. The average monthly values measured in Pilies Street between November 2017 and
February 2018 show higher respiratory rates on December 24–26 and December 31 and
throughout the month of December.
Gomez and Danuser (2007) have stated that the heart rate (HR) and the respiratory rate
increased, as did the subjective arousal. Other scientists examined this relationship as well
(Briefer et al., 2015; Gomez et al., 2016; Vlemincx et al., 2013). The same trend has been
determined after comparing the aggregate values measured in Vilnius among 2017.12 and
2018.02. Figure 13 compares the results for the arousal (a), heart rate (b) and respiratory rate
(c). It has been determined that the average arousal, heart rate and respiratory rate between
December and February were higher in Gedimino Avenue than in Pilies Street. A comparison of
the January data, for instance, shows the arousal higher by 11.9%, the heart rate higher by 1.2%
and the respiratory rate higher by 7.31%. It can be argued then that Gedimino Avenue triggers
stronger emotions in passers-by than Pilies Street and therefore their arousal (a), heart rate (b)
and respiratory rate (c) are higher (see Figure 13).
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Figure 13. A comparison of the average monthly arousal (a), heart (b) and breathing rates (c).
Azarbarzin et al. (2014) argue that there is a strong correlation between arousal scale and
heart rate within inhabitants. Other scientists have also determined a relationship between the
parameters (Pfaff, 2005; Schmidt, 1984; Gomez and Danuser, 2007; Kuo et al., 2015). If we
compare the heart rate and arousal looking at the days of the week (Figure 14), at the beginning
of the week (Monday and Tuesday) the heart rate and arousal are the lowest, but by Tuesday the
parameters start increasing. Rossi and Rossi (1977) established that positive moods were higher
on Friday through Sunday and that negative moods lesser on Saturday and Sunday. This research
gives encourage for a weekend effect. Also, McFarlane et al. (1988) detected support for a
weekend effect in mood, measured in terms of both valence and arousal among college students.
Both mood valence and arousal were highest on Fridays and Saturdays, followed closely by
Sundays (McFarlane et al., 1988). We need further studies of the heart rate and arousal, however,
to determine how average heart rates and arousal change depending on the day of the week.
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Figure 14. The average weekly heart rate and arousal compared looking at the days of the week
(as measured in Gedimino Avenue).
5.2. Multiple Criteria Analysis of Heritage Buildings by Applying the Simulators Database
5.2.1. Applications of the INVAR Method for Establishing the Degrees of Priority and Utility of
Cultural Heritage Buildings
A multiple criteria assessment for sustainable alternatives is enacted by employing the
INVAR Method (Degree of Project Utility and Investment Value Assessments along with
Recommendation Provisions) for a multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) developed by
Kaklauskas (2016). Additional features of the INVAR Method include assistance for setting some
considered project’s investment, hedonic, customer perceived, integrated, hedonic-market, and
hedonic-investment values as well as submissions of digital recommendations for improving
projects. Another feature of the INVAR Method is the optimization of some criterion selected for
the improvement of a considered project, which would make the project equally competitive
with other projects on the market. The value of a considered project can be set by the INVAR
Method (Kaklauskas 2016) that would make it the best among other considered projects.
Experts in the field performed a multicriteria assessment of the Juozapas Tiškevičius Palace
(a1), Vilnius Basilian Monastery (a2) and The Abramavičiai Palace (a3) (see Table 3).

Table 3. The decision matrix for assessment and the results of multiple criteria evaluation of the
cultural heritage objects.
a1

a2

a3

Quantitative and qualitative information pertinent to alternatives
Juozapas
Tiškevičius
Palace (a1)

*

Measuring
units

Weight

Vilnius Basilian
Monastery (a2)

Abramavičiai Palace
(a3)

Average market value

-

Eur.

0,42

1343000

4581000

1644000

Construction period

+

Century

0,08

16

16

18

Land plot area

+

Ha

0,06

0,69

2,0852

0,19

Total building area

+

m2

0,11

2376,92

7565,81

2623,1

Number of floors of the
building

+

Number

0,03

2

3

3

Value and quality of
refurbishment

-

Points

0,04

3,3

8,2

2,8

Value and quality of
walls

+

Points

0,05

7,3

8,1

7,7

Value and quality of roof

+

Points

0,03

6,8

7,5

7,1

Quality of engineering
communications

+

Points

0,02

8,1

7,8

9,3

Status

+

Points

0,01

8,4

8,7

7,9

Significance level
(national/regional)

+

Points

0,02

6,9

8,5

5,9

Architectural style

+

Points

0,02

9,4

8,9

7,1

Archaeological
significance

+

Points

0,01

6,3

5,1

6,9

Architectural significance

+

Points

0,01

7,6

9,5

7,8

Historical significance

+

Points

0,01

5,6

8,2

8,6

Art significance

+

Points

0,01

7,7

9,4

4,8

Physical condition of the
building

+

Points

0,03

8,4

7,9

5,3

Sums of weighted, normalized, maximizing alternative
indices (project “pluses”)

0,1411

0,2235

0,1355

Sums of weighted, normalized, maximizing alternative
indices (project “minuses”)

0,0837

0,2771

0,099

Significance of the alternative

0,3552

0,2882

0,3165

1

3

2

100%

81,13%

89,11%

Priority of the alternative
Utility degree of the alternative Nj (%)

*- The sign + (-) indicates that a greater (lesser) criterion value corresponds to a greater (lesser) significance for stakeholders

Juozapas Tiškevičius Palace (a1) is a building located in the Old Town of Vilnius. A masonry
structure was already standing on the plot back in the 15th century, and a few of its extant
fragments are part of the current building. At the end of the 18th century the site and its buildings
were bought by the Tiškevičiai. A mid-19th century addition to the façade was a doorway
designed by the architect Nikolay Chagin with a balcony supported by atlantes hinting at the
Empire style. The palace was a venue for musical performances and hosted part of Eustachijus
Tiškevičius’ famous collections of antiquities, including archaeological artefacts, artworks and
other valuable items. Today Juozapas Tiškevičius Palace hosts the Faculty of Architecture of
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (Kultūros vertybių registras, 2018a).
Vilnius Basilian Monastery (a2) stands atop the Holy Trinity Hill, known as a place where
Lithuania’s three first Christian martyrs Jonas, Antonijus and Eustachijus lost their lives. The
architecturally unified group of buildings comprising the monastery and the church started taking
shape in 1514. Later Vilnius Basilian Monastery became a hub of the Uniate Church and the
Basilian Province of the Holy Trinity established in 1617. In 1869 the buildings, then owned by an
Orthodox seminary, were reconstructed. Part of the monastery is now occupied by Basilian
monks, who established Vilnius Residence of the Holy Trinity, part of the Ukrainian Basilian
Province. Another, larger, part of the monastery hosts the ISM and a hotel (Kultūros vertybių
registras, 2018b).
The Abramavičiai Palace (a3) is a building located in Rotušė Square, the Old Town of Vilnius.
The palace comprises wings of various sizes surrounding a rectangular courtyard with two access
lanes. The West Wing abutting Didžioji Street shows characteristics of early classicism. Now the
building hosts Vilnius Juozas Tallat-Kelpša Conservatoire (Kultūros vertybių registras, 2018c).
The State Enterprise the Centre of Registers has applied mass valuation to establish the
average market values of Buildings a1, a2 and a3 categorised as educational (administrative)
buildings. At €4,581,000, the average market value of Building a2 captures its economic value,
but not its cultural significance as heritage.
After reconstruction cultural heritage buildings increase in value and last longer. Their
adequate maintenance is, therefore, very important, as is important their repurposing, if
required, and reconstruction efforts that preserve their high-value characteristics. Buildings a1
and a3 were reconstructed several centuries ago, but not in our times. Building a2, however, was

reconstructed ten years ago. Considering this fact the experts assigned 8.2 points for this criterion
to the building—the top score.
The centuries-old buildings located in the Old Town of Vilnius were mostly constructed with
plastered brick walls that are 70 centimetres thick or more. Of Old Town’s ancient wooden
buildings almost none survived. The same building also has the thickest walls, for which the
experts assigned 8.1 points to the building, again the top score.
Most cultural heritage buildings have pitched roofs constructed from wooden rafters
covered with (red) ceramic tiles. Another important roof element of such buildings is, of course,
brick chimneys. The highest-value roof belongs to Building a2 as well, and the experts have
recognised this fact by giving it 7.5 points.
All cultural heritage buildings analysed in this research have modern building services
installed such as electricity, water supply, sanitation and heating, and one of them even has gas
supply. Building a3, however, has gas supply installed and thus received the top score.
The criterion “status” means that the building is listed in the Register of Cultural Heritage, is
recognised by the Government as a cultural property and is protected by the state. A protected
property can be of regional or national significance. Protected buildings a1 and a3 are of regional
significance; the significance of Building a2 is national, hence the expert score assigned to it was
the highest at 8.5 points.
Vilnius is one of the largest urban complexes in Eastern Europe. The city emerged in the
Middle Ages and thus is home to a range of architectural styles—you can come across authentic
gothic, renaissance, baroque, classical, modernist buildings and structures (churches, homes,
monuments, museums). Because of the fact that in 1600s and 1700s most of its architectural
properties assumed some features of the baroque style, Vilnius is sometimes called “a Baroque
city”. Buildings a1 and a2 analysed in this research are considered to represent early and late
classicism, and Building a3 represents only late classicism. At 9.4 points, Building a1 received the
highest score from the experts.
MCDA of the heritage buildings under analysis was done with the help of the Simulators
Database. Table 3 presents these results. Upon completing the estimation, a list in order of
priorities was set: Q2< Q3< Q1. The Juozapas Tiškevičius Palace (a1) achieved an assessment of
first position (N1 – 100%) in comparison with the other two heritage buildings. The Abramavičiai
Palace (a3) took second position (N3– 89,11%), and the Vilnius Basilian Monastery (a2) took third
position (N2– 18,87 %, less than that of the Juozapas Tiškevičius Palace.
5.2.2. Digital Recommendation Provision
Digital recommendations were being delivered with the help of the Simulators Database and
INVAR techniques (Kaklauskas, 2016) about how to increase the effectiveness of the heritage
buildings under analysis. One example could be analyzing the criteria “Physical condition of the
building” (see Table 4). The Juozapas Tiškevičius Palace (a1) was assessed as the optimum in terms
of the criteria “Physical condition of the building” (x17 1=8.4) criteria based on the data from Table
3. The physical condition of the Abramavičiai Palace (a3, x17 3=5.3) should be increased by 58,49
% by applying various renovation means when endeavoring to have the physical condition of the

Juozapas Tiškevičius Palace (a1, x17 1=8.4). In such an instance, the integrated assessment for the
Abramavičiai Palace (a3) would increase by 1,8278% in the overall assessment (see Table 4).
Table 4. A fragment of digital recommendations matrix.
Criteria
describing
the alternatives

*

Physical condition of
the building

+

Quantitative and qualitative information pertinent to alternatives
Measuring Weight
Compared alternatives
units
Possible improvement of the analysed criterion by %
Possible market value growth of alternatives by % as first
impacted by criterion value growth
Juozapas Tiškevičius Vilnius
Basilian Abramavičiai
Palace
Monastery
Palace

…
Points

0.03

8.4
(0%)
(0%)

7.9
(6.33%)
(0.1978%)

5.3
(58.49%)
(1.8278%)

5.2.3. Optimization of the Value
We also analyzed the Average market value. The aim was to determine, what the value x 1 3
cycle e of the average market value must be for Abramavičiai Palace (a 3) to be equally competitive
on the market, as collated to the other cultural heritage objects under juxtaposition (a 1 and a2)
by a set valuation of all their pluses and minuses. The new INVAR Method gave the possibility to
optimize any one of the criteria or their composite parts. The optimization of the score of the
average market value, which appears next, will assist as an example (Table 5). The setting of the
optimized value x1 3 cycle e for the average market value under estimation a3 presented in Table
5. Table 5 demonstrates that Inequality was insufficient for the first 54 cycles. The value x 13 was
decreased in each cycle (since x13 cycle 0 = 1644000) by an amount of 1000 till Inequality was
sufficient (x1 3 cycle 56 = 1588000). In this case, we optimized the average market value and set how
much to reduce the value of the Abramavičiai Palace, to make it equally competitive in the market
with the other heritage buildings under juxtaposition.
Table 5. What score x1 3 cycle e should be for Abramavičiai Palace (a3) to be equally competitive in
the market with other heritage buildings under juxtaposition (a1 and a2)?
Approximation
cycles

Average market
value,
x1 3 cycle e
1644000
…
1600000
…
1590000
…
1588000

Utility
degree
N3e
89,11%
…
90,44%
…
90,72%
…
90,77%

Utility
degree
N1e
100%
…
100%
…
100%
…
100%

Utility
degree
N2e
81,13%
…
81,44%
…
81,50%
…
81,52%

0
…
44
…
54
…
56
* (N1e + N2e+ N3e) ÷ 3
**Inequality to determine, whether the calculation of revised value x 1 3 cycle e of under
accurate.

*

**

90,08%
…
90,63%
…
90,74%
…
90,76%

-0,97 >0,01 %
…
-0,19 >0,01 %
…
-0,02 >0,01 %
…
0,01 = 0,01 %

valuation a3 is sufficiently

5.2.4. Hypothetical Calculation of Average Market Value for the Vilnius Basilian Monastery
Building
Market, investment, customer-perceived, hedonic, emotional, synergistic, and fair values
stakeholders can calculate with the INVAR method. As an example, we will calculate a
hypothetical average market value (x1 2 cycle e) for the Vilnius Basilian Monastery (a2). This value
had to let this heritage building to go up one position upper in its overall valuation, i.e., from third
to second place in comparison to the other two heritage buildings (a1 and a3), while considering
all the indicators under analysis. The calculations carried out show in Table 6.
Table 6. Hypothetical calculation of the average market value for the Vilnius Basilian
Monastery.
Approximation cycles

Average market value,
x1 2 cycle e

Vilnius Basilian Monastery (a2),
Utility degree (N2e)

Rank

0
…
281
…
1081
…
1381

4581000
…
4300000
…
3500000
…
3200000

81,13%
…
82,43%
…
87,21%
…
89,54%

3
…
3
…
3
…
2

The average market value for the Vilnius Basilian Monastery building was 4,581,000 euro (x1
2 cycle 0) based on expert valuations (see Tables 3 and 6). The Vilnius Basilian Monastery took third
place in the overall valuation of the heritage buildings under analysis (a1 and a3). Table 6 shows
that the Vilnius Basilian Monastery building stayed on in third place, even after 1081
approximation cycles. However, with a reduction in the average market value by 1,43 times (up
to x1 2 cycle 1381=3,200,000 euro), the utility degree (N4e) for the Vilnius Basilian Monastery
comprises 89.54%. Now this heritage building rises to second from third place.

6. SOCIO-POLITICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT
6.1. Vilnius, Lithuania
COVID-19 cases have increased significantly in Lithuania. At the beginning of December,
Lithuania is one of the first countries in Europe in terms of COVID-19.

Figure 15. Total coronavirus cases in Lithuania (Worldmeter, 2021)
Lithuania tightened lockdown from December 16, 2020. The majority of shops, with the
exception of those selling food, was closed in Lithuania. People are allowed to leave their homes
only for serious reasons but families will be allowed to go for walks in open spaces within their
municipality, without meeting with other people.
The Government of the Republic of Lithuania has created an official source of published
information on the situation of Covid - 19 in Lithuania, which also publishes information and
recommendations for the educational community (https://koronastop.lrv.lt/).
6.2. Sofia, Bulgaria
COVID- 19 cases have increased significantly in Bulgaria (fig. 16).

Figure 16. Total coronavirus cases in Bulgaria (Worldmeter, 2021)
It was decided, on an extraordinary government meeting (26.01.2021), the emergency
epidemic situation to be extended to April 30, 2021. The Government of the Republic of Bulgaria
has created an official website for information on Covid-19 situation in Bulgaria:
https://coronavirus.bg
The COVID-19 pandemic constitutes the largest global public health crisis in a century, with
daunting health and socioeconomic challenges. Trying to control the pandemic, EU governments
have put in place a series of restrictive measures, including ‘social distancing’, school closures
and then effective lockdown. Young people are already among the most affected by the
socioeconomic impacts of the coronavirus response, according to the survey conducted in April
2020 by Eurofound among 85,000 citizens across all EU countries. The results show how young
people in Europe are struggling to respond to the crisis, reporting poorer mental wellbeing and
greater loneliness than other age groups – coupled with job loss and a dramatic decrease in
working time and overall insecurity about their professional and financial future. Young people,
especially socioeconomically disadvantaged ones are more likely to suffer from infection control
measures and to be hit particularly hard by the economic ramifications of COVID-19.
For young people, the COVID-19 crisis poses considerable risks in the fields of education,
employment, mental health and disposable income.
According to Eurostat, in May 2020, a third month marked by COVID-19 containment
measures in most Member States, some 2.815 million young persons (under 25) were
unemployed in the EU, of whom 2.267 million were in the euro area.
The survey also found that some 15% of the respondents aged 18-34 reported feeling
downhearted or depressed most of the time, 20% reported feeling lonely, and 21% reported

feeling particularly tense. The survey indicates that more than half (53%) were at-risk of
depression.
6.3 Tallin, Estonia
According to Worldmeter (2021), total coronavirus cases in Estonia are 52 827, deaths - 501,
recovered - 41 461 as of the date of 15.02.2021. Estonian Government has set a target to hold
down the number of infection cases to 500 per day. Figures 17 and 18 show the linear trajectory
for Estonian coronavirus cases.

Figure 17. Total coronavirus cases in Estonia (Worldmeter, 2021) as of the date of 15.02.2021

Figure 18. Total coronavirus deaths in Estonia (Worldmeter, 2021) as of the date of 15.02.2021
The first lockdown and the beginning of distance learning for educational institutions (hobby
clubs, kindergartens, schools, universities) is dated 16th of March, 2020. As of 25th January 2021,

contact learning has been permitted on all levels on educational institutions. We have now faced
a year of rapid disruption of the way we live, learn and work.
Estonian Government has initiated a separate web-portal https://www.kriis.ee/ (available in
Estonian, English and Russian languages) to collect and disseminate updated information
concerning COVID-19 spreading situation and restrictions that apply locally.
HOIA mobile app
It was decided that additional help is needed with tracing the infected contacts and the
Health Board has a team tasked with calling everyone infected with the coronavirus, finding out
with whom they were in close contact and in turn informing those close contacts about a possible
infection. This work is very important to limit the transmission of the infection, but it has certain
natural shortcomings. Not every infected person may be able to remember all the people they
were in close contact with: some people tend to forget and some cannot easily identify them.
For example, most people do not know who they were sitting next to on a bus. Therefore, HOIA
(https://hoia.me/) creates significant added value to the work of the Health Board, as it can also
identify those close contacts that the infected person does not know or remember.

Figure 19. HOIA mobile app functioning scheme (https://hoia.me/)
Viruses such as COVID-19 can spread before symptoms occur, therefore, an infected person
may spread the disease without the knowledge of themselves and others. This means that by the
time the symptoms appear, the virus may have already spread to others, and it is not enough for
symptomatic people to stay at home to stop the virus from spreading. Through the HOIA app, an
infected person can quickly inform all people with whom they have been in close contact during
the infectious period. In this way, the app users can find out about a possible infection early on
and take steps to protect themselves and the health of others. By using the HOIA app, you
contribute to reducing the number of infections in Estonia, regardless of whether you are
infected or in close contact.

6.4. Biologna, Italy
Since the spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19) in Italy, started in February 2020, many
people who contracted the infection died. The number of deaths amounted to 87,381 as of
January 28, 2021. On December 3, 993 patients died, the highest daily toll since the start of the
pandemic. The region with the highest number of deaths was Lombardy, which is also the region
that registered the highest number of coronavirus cases and is the epicenter of the outbreak in
the country.
Italy's death toll was one of the most tragic in the world. In the last weeks, however, the
country started to see the end of this terrible situation: at the end of December 2020, the
administration of the first doses of COVID-19 vaccine began.

Figure 20. Daily infection trend in Italy since the beginning of Covid-19 pandemic (source: Civil
Protection Department COVID-19 Italy)
After the second wave of Covid-19 pandemic that hit Italy over last autumn, since the
beginning of the 2021 we’ve been witnessing a slow decline of the curve. Nevertheless
restrictions are still severe and applied nonuniformly all across the country, according to a
combination of various factors.
In fact in Italy the government, due to the worsening of the epidemiological situation, has
decided to apply a colour for each region (white, yellow, orange or red) by combining factors
such as risk analysis, weekly incidence of cases and actual reproduction index Rt (also called
infection index).
On the basis of these indicators, every Friday the control room of the Ministry of Health has
attributed the color to the region and the respective restrictions.
This system has been updated and currently Italy has been divided into RED, ORANGE and
YELLOW zones, depending on the seriousness of the situation. The territories or regions that
enter the orange or red band must stay there for at least 14 days, then they will be re-evaluated,
again on the basis of monitoring of scientific and non-discretionary data.
The Minister of Health will update the bands periodically. The assignment is based on the
scientific data provided by the Technical-Scientific Committee.

The classification of a Region in one of the three scenarios indicated above is decided by the
Ministry of Health on the evaluation of 21 criteria such as the Rt contagion index, the presence
of outbreaks, the occupancy situation of hospital beds and places bed in intensive care. The
monitoring capacity will also be taken into account, the so-called contact tracking. Then there
are 6 other parameters that describe the ability to diagnose, investigate and manage contacts.
For example, the percentage of positive swabs excluding the second and third tests on the same
people, or the time from symptoms to quarantine and diagnosis.
RED AREA, HIGH RISK: The following shops and businesses remain open in the red area:
bookstores, flower shops, computer and electronics shops, sporting goods, bicycles, car and
motorcycle dealerships, shops selling cleaning products, hardware stores, toy and children's
clothing stores, newsagents, pharmacies, perfumeries and herbalists and bookstores. In general,
all food stores and supermarkets, as well as those that sell and basic necessities, from linen to
soap, continue to be open. In addition to laundries and dry cleaners, hairdressers and barbers
are also open. Industries, crafts, construction are also open. As for the catering, however, only
home delivery is allowed.
ORANGE AREA. INTERMEDIATE RISK: This is called “scenario 3”, with an Rt between 1.25 and
1.5 and a sustained and widespread transmissibility with risks of maintaining the health system
in the medium term. All the limitations of the yellow zone are foreseen, with slightly less
restrictive interventions than the red zone.
YELLOW AREA, AT MODERATE RISK: In the yellow band all the Regions that have a risk index
compatible with scenario 2, where the RT is between 1 and 1.25 only nationally valid measures
will apply here. That is, distance learning for high schools, ban on leaving home from 10pm to
5am and closing of all activities at night, stop for museums, closing of shopping centers on
weekends, total closure for bingo halls and betting centers. Furthermore, competitions are
suspended, smart working is strongly recommended and the maximum capacity for local
transport, from buses to regional trains, drops to 50%.

As far as education system is concerned, as a result of the last months trend of the spread of
the coronavirus in Italy, the Government has decided to move the education of all grades online,
with the exception of early childhood education.
Scholastic Autonomy, introduced in the national order more than twenty years ago, is a
privileged tool to elaborate a strategy for the restart of the school year that responds as much as
possible to the needs of the territories of reference in respect of the above mentioned health
indications. The Regulation of March 8, 1999, n. 275, laying down rules on the autonomy of
educational institutions, gives institutions the ability to build training courses functional to the
realization of the right to learn and educational growth of all students, through the definition of
precise areas of organizational intervention.
Therefore, in this context, it remains the opportunity for educational institutions to take
advantage of additional forms of flexibility arising from the instrument of Autonomy, based on
the space available and the needs of families and the territory, which contemplate, for example:
- a reconfiguration of the class group into more learning groups;
- the modular articulation of groups of students coming from the same or different
classes or from different course years;
- school attendance in differentiated shifts, also varying the application of solutions in
relation to the age groups of pupils and students in the various school grades;
- for secondary schools of the second degree, a use for students, appropriately planned,
of didactic activities in presence and, in a complementary way, integrated digital
education, where the context conditions make it a preferable option or the
technological opportunities, age and skills of students allow it;
- the aggregation of disciplines into areas and subject areas, where not already provided
for by recent innovations in the school system;
- a different weekly modulation of school time, by resolution of the competent collegial
bodies.
The educational institutions will take care to ensure, for each student, the same educational
offer, without prejudice to the opportunity to adopt different organizational solutions, to achieve
educational activities or training in parallel or alternative to traditional teaching.
The local authorities carry out, therefore, in the territories of their competence, the
reconnaissance of existing school spaces, also with the collaboration of the schools, to know data
or to deepen specific situations of context; they prepare the adaptation of spaces never (or no
longer) used as school buildings (data available in the information dashboard mentioned in the
introduction), also proceeding to the assignment in use to the schools of spaces usually intended
for citizenship, to be readapted for the purpose of school attendance, as well as the realization
of external solutions of suitable size to accommodate classes, in internal spaces or even outside
the school grounds.
The school managers will constantly communicate to the local authorities and to the bodies
identified in this document the data related to the direct scholastic institutions.
On the basis of the actions to be carried out and the relative costs to be faced, the territorial body
of reference will take charge of the works considered necessary, following a joint assessment
carried out with the single headmaster or during a special conference of services, agreeing with
the school institutions the eventual economic co-participation or technical expertise of the
project. For the widest realization of school service in the conditions of the present scenario, local

authorities, public and private institutions operating in various ways in the territory, the Third
Sector and schools can sign specific agreements, such as "Educational community pacts", subject
to the availability of adequate financial resources. The involvement of the various public and
private actors, in a logic of maximum adherence to the principle of subsidiarity and educational
co-responsibility, takes place through the instrument of the conference of services mentioned
above, called to evaluate the individual proposals for cooperation and the methods of
implementation, through the above-mentioned agreements, which define the aspects of
implementation. Thus implementing those constitutional principles and values, for which all
components of the Republic are committed to ensuring the realization of education and
upbringing, and strengthening the educational, civil and social alliance of which school
institutions are necessary, but not unique, interpreters, this conference is also convened at the
request of the same school institutions, in order to
- encourage the provision of other facilities or spaces, such as parks, theaters, libraries,
archives, cinemas, museums, in order to be able to carry out educational activities
complementary to the traditional ones, however aimed at educational purposes;
- Support the autonomous schools, taking into account the different conditions and
criticalities of each, in the construction of collaborations with the various territorial
actors that can contribute to the enrichment of the educational offer, identifying
purposes, roles and tasks of each on the basis of available resources.
The ultimate goal is to provide unity of vision to an organizational, pedagogical and didactic
project also linked to the specificities and opportunities of the territory.
It is also essential to have the active collaboration of students and families, who will have to
continue to put into practice the general behaviors required to combat the spread of the
epidemic, in the context of a shared and collective responsibility.
In this regard, the strengthening of the school-family alliance can be further concretized in
the updating of the "Educational Co-responsibility Pact" which, where necessary, can be
recalibrated in a form more responsive to the new cultural needs of sharing between school and
family, becoming the place where adult educators recognize themselves, formally and
substantially,
in
the
achievement
of
the
same
objective.
https://www.miur.gov.it/documents/20182/2467413/Le+linee+guida.pdf/4e4bb411-1f909502-f01e-d8841a949429
As for staff training, as provided by both private companies and public institutions, each
Regional Authority is entitled to issue specific regulatory Acts. For example, in the EmiliaRomagna area, training courses can only take place remotely, with the exception of one-to-one
activities (for example, in the field of music or foreign language lessons, etc.). These can take
place in person, only in compliance with the protocol approved by the Regional Governor’s Act
no. 87 of 23 May 2020 subsequently amended by the Governor’s Ordinance no. 109 of 12 June
2020.
It’s to be noticed how covid is currently affecting nursery and high schools choice made by
parents and adolescents in Emilia-Romagna region, who usually make a decision on which school
to be attended over next scholastic year at the beginning of the year.
Analysing data some trends can be glimpsed: as for nursery schools, those ones located in
the hill and those ones that prioritize outdoor educational activities are being preferred.

As far as high schools are concerned, trends show that thos ones offering more chances to
get a job, in view of an uncertain future and probable economic crisis, are mostly picked, such as
technical and professional schools. Among them information technology schools subscriptions
raised by over 10%, most likely linked to the phase we’re experiencing.
A problem concerning rooms enough for all the students expected to attend next scholastic
year has raised: the risk is that classes will be too crowded and possible safety measures might
not be accomplished.
6.5. Granada, Spain
COVID-19 showed us from the beginning of the pandemic that it does not understand
ideologies, gender or borders. The Emergency’s State was approved on 14 March 2020 and on
21 June 2020, once the Emergency‘s State ends the orders derived from it lapse, the whole
country entered into what was called "new normality". From that moment on, a series of urgent
prevention, containment and coordination measures had to be adopted to continue controlling
the pandemic and to be prepared for an upsurge in cases.

Figure 21. Daily reported cases of COVID-19 from the Ministry of Health
The State Strategy against the second wave describes the criteria, instruments, indicators and
actions shared by all public administrations. It is the framework for action; the Spain’s
Government and its Regions make decisions jointly. This Strategy is developed on three bases:
a) Common criteria and indicators, through the methodology proposed in the document on
Coordinated Response Actions.
b) Coordinated actions to bend the curve and keep the pandemic under control. The main
ones are those in the field of public health approved by the Interterritorial Council of the
National Health System and the declaration of the Emergency's State in force.

c) Shared monitoring and evaluation of results, both bilaterally between the Ministry of
Health and each of the Region, and jointly within the Interterritorial Council of the
National Health System.
First, the Government approved the Royal Decree-Law on "new normality" on 9 June, agreed
with the Region and supported by a majority in the Plenary of Congress on 26 June. The main
measures, it contains and which are in force are related:
 Prevention and hygiene in different areas.
 Early detection of cases and contacts for clinical follow-up, isolation and quarantine.
 Guidelines to ensure the supply of medicines and medical devices.
 The protection of residential centres for the elderly or disabled.
 The obligation of the Regions to continue providing epidemiological information to the
Ministry of Health.
To organise this response in an effective and coordinated manner, the Ministry of Health
designed the Early Response Plan in a COVID-19 pandemic control scenario, which technically
makes up the National Pandemic Control Plan, with contributions from several ministries, as well
as from all the Regions and Cities. It was approved on 16 July by the plenary session of the
Interterritorial Council of the National Health System. The fundamental objectives of the Plan are
threefold:
1. To design the bases for preparedness and response in the current scenario and possible
future scenarios for the control of the disease.
2. To establish a risk assessment framework associated with the available information.
3. Recommend public health interventions commensurate with the level of risk. This Plan
includes the following elements:
 The setting up of a strategic stockpile of protective equipment and medicines.
 The reinforcement of influenza vaccination, which is currently underway.
 Contingency plans to strengthen the healthcare and public health capacities of the
Regions.
 The definition of epidemiological and healthcare indicators to raise the level of
risk in a territory and propose, when necessary, additional measures in
coordination with the Regions.
Measures adopted by the Regions, the epidemiological context shows, that very different
transmission scenario have coexisted and continue to coexist in the different territories, which
may require different control measures. Therefore, each Regions has adopted different actions
based on these different scenarios, by the Early Response Plan and with the support of the
Ministry of Health. Despite this, all of them coincide in limiting the number of people at meetings
and in a limited capacity. Moreover, almost 95% have opted for the limitation of movement at
night, while almost 74% have determined the perimeter closure of the Region. Concerning the
hotel and catering industry, we generally find a greater diversity in the measures, although all of
the Regions have opted to reduce opening hours and some of them (30%) have decided to close
the hotel and catering industry. The main measures implemented in each Region are:
 Perimeter closure of the Regions.
 Perimeter closures are smaller than those of the Regions are.
 Limitation of night-time movement.

 Limitation of people at meetings.
 Limitation of capacity.
 Total closure of the hotel and catering trade.
 Reduction of night-time opening hours for the hotel and catering trade.
Since August, five packages of Coordinated Public Health Actions have been approved:
1. The first was agreed on 14 August by the Plenary of the Interterritorial Council of the
National Health System. It contains eleven control measures in seven different areas,
three recommendations and an indication of compliance with the points included in the
Early Response Plan, with aspects related to the closure of nightlife, the ban on smoking
in outdoor spaces and the reinforcement of the protection of homes for the elderly. The
first region to apply the eleven measures was La Rioja, where they came into force the
following day.
2. The second was approved on 27 August, with a view to the start of the school year,
following the joint meeting of the Interterritorial Council and the Sectoral Conference on
Education. It includes a total of twenty-nine measures and five recommendations for
implementation by the competent administrations.
3. The third was agreed on 9 September and consists of measures in four areas: COVID’s
vaccination, screening, coordination with Local Entities and the implementation of new
rounds of the national seroprevalence study.
4. The fourth package of these measures was adopted on 30 September, with coordinated
public health actions aimed at municipalities with incidences of the disease well above
nationally and internationally acceptable risk thresholds, with increasing pressure on the
health care system and populations of more than 100,000 inhabitants. When the
epidemiological situation has so required, the Ministry of Health has exercised its
coordinating role, proposing the adoption of coordinated public health actions based on
the shared work being carried out with the Regions.
5. The fifth package of coordinated actions was approved on 28 October to respond to the
special risk situation arising from public attendance at international professional sporting
events.
Two measures were adopted in the State Strategy against the second wave in the event of a risk
situation. On the one hand, on 22 October, the Plenary of the Interterritorial Council of the
National Health System agreed by a very large majority, and without any votes against, on the
document on Coordinated Response Actions, developed and agreed upon by the technical heads
of all the Regions and the Ministry of Health. On the other hand, and since this was also requested
by several Regions, on 25 October the Government approved the Royal Decree declaring an
Emergency’s State to contain the spread of infections caused by SARS-CoV-2, the extension of
which was supported by a large majority in the Plenary Session of the Congress of Deputies on
29 October.
The Coordinated Response actions document for the control of the transmission of COVID-19
technically extends the Early Response Plan, which establishes a framework of common criteria,
based on scientific evidence, for the interpretation of the combined epidemiological indicators
and the adoption of pandemic containment measures according to four alert levels, from one to
four, with four being an extreme level. The common framework of actions aims to ensure
sufficient coordination between territories, without preventing the Regions from taking the

complementary measures they deem appropriate. Since the coordinated response, process is
adaptable to the situation and the demographic, mobility or social vulnerability context of each
territory (Regions, province, island, municipality, department, health area, basic health area or
equivalent), both in scenarios of increased or reduced risk of transmission. In other words, the
Regions have a wide margin to apply the measures they consider most appropriate in their
territories. However, it should be noted that 74.9% of the Regions agree on the application of the
same measures mentioned above. The document is based on technical-scientific foundations,
taking into account the available evidence, national and international experience in pandemic
management. The opinion of experts and technicians from all the territories, that of the
Scientific’s Committee, and the international recommendations of the World Health
Organisation, the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, and the Member States
of the European Union through multilateral meetings coordinated by the European Commission.
This document is intended as an evolving guide, which will be adjusted as more information
becomes available or as new national and international scientific evidence is generated. It
establishes thresholds for main indicators and complementary indicators that classify the
outcome of each of them as low, medium, high or very high risk: epidemiological indicators on
the level of transmission (cumulative incidence, positivity and traceability) and indicators of
health service utilisation (hospital occupancy), as well as complementary indicators that help to
assess and characterise the situation.
Despite the measures adopted, Spain is suffering the third wave. Broadly speaking, the third wave
of the pandemic in our country has been stronger than, the second and the peak of infections
occurred sometime between 20 and 24 January, depending on the evolution of each territory.
However, 18 provinces have had a lower peak incidence than in November.
The number of deaths in this third wave is 19,200 people have lost their lives to COVID-19
between December and February, according to data provided by the National Epidemiological
Surveillance Network (RENAVE), through the Ministry of Health. In two months, almost the same
number of citizens died in around six months of the second one.
Three events have been the driving forces behind the third wave: Black Friday, the long weekend
in December and Christmas. These events were directly related to the social and travel spheres,
which served to facilitate the nationwide spread.
The December holiday period served as fuel for the coronavirus: crowds in shops and hotels,
increased gatherings in homes, illegal parties and travel between Regions and provinces.
Furthermore, Christmas celebrations and gatherings were the latest triggers.
The hope, in this third wave transition, has been the arrival of vaccines. The current challenge is
to vaccinate more than 30 million Spaniards (70% of the population) by summer, while the
country gradually increases the pace of inoculations.
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